
Teen Titles Based on Classic Literature 
In this horror novel 
loosely inspired by 
Agatha Christie’s AND 
THEN THERE WERE 
NONE, ten teens head 
to a house party at a 
remote island 
mansion off the 
Washington 
coast…only for them 
to be picked off by a 
killer one by one. 

From nationally 
acclaimed author 
Francine Prose 
comes a mind-
bending and 
chilling retelling 
of THE TURN OF 
THE SCREW for 
modern teens, by 
former President 
of PEN and 
award-winning 
author Francine 
Prose! 

Set the world of NATION this 
is the story of Dodger, who 
lives in the London of 
Dickens, Disraeli, and a 
young Queen Victoria. 
Dodger meets all of these 
famous figures (he is the 
inspirations for the Artful 
Dodger of Dickens’s famous 
novel OLIVER TWIST) and 
many more as he navigates 
the perils and opportunities 
of a newly-thriving 
metropolis. 

Author Sangu Mandanna 
was four years old when 
she was chased by an 
elephant, wrote her first 
story about it, and 
decided this was what she 
wanted to do with her life. 
Seventeen years later, she 
read FRANKENSTEIN. It 
sent her into a writing 
frenzy that became THE 
LOST GIRL, a novel about 
death and love and the tie 
that binds the two 
together. 

Ten 
GretchenMcNeil 
9780062118783 

Dodger 
9780062009494 
Terry Pratchett 

The Lost Girl 
9780062082312 

Sangu Mandanna 

The Turning 
9780061999666 
Francine Prose 



For Darkness Shows the 
Stars 

9780062006141 
Diana Peterfreund 

Tiger Lily 
HC 9780062003256 
PB 9780062003263 

Jodi Lynn Anderson 

Masque of the Red Death 
 HC9780062107794 
PB 9780062107800 

Bethany Griffin 

Bethany Griffin has 
reimagined Edgar 
Allan Poe’s gothic 
horror story “The 
Masque of the Red 
Death,” creating a 
breathtakingly real 
city that’s coming 
apart at the seams, a 
riveting romantic 
triangle, and a heroine 
faced with 
heartbreaking choices. 

Jodi Lynn 
Anderson, the 
bestselling author 
of the Peaches 
series, combines 
the rich 
mythology of 
Peter Pan and the 
lush setting of 
Neverland to 
create a truly 
unique teen 
romance. 

Inspired by Jane 
Austen’s 
PERSUASION, FOR 
DARKNESS SHOWS 
THE STARS is a 
breathtaking 
romance about the 
choice between 
protecting your 
heart or opening 
yourself to the one 
person who could 
break it.  

Claire LaZebnik 
makes her YA 
debut with a 
fun, updated 
retelling of 
PRIDE AND 
PREJUDICE set in 
the privileged 
world of 
Hollywood.  

Epic Fail 
9780061921261 
Claire LaZebnik 

Clare LaZebnik delivers another 
hilarious and romantic twist on a 
Jane Austen classic- Mansfield Park! 

Read the Companion Novel 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/images/1435133471/ref=dp_image_0?ie=UTF8&n=283155&s=books


Entwined 
9780062001047 
Heather Dixon 

Starcrossed 
9780062012005 

Josephine Angelini 

Everneath  
HC 9780062071132 
PB 9780062071149 

Brodi Ashton  

Radiant Darkness  
9780061724497 
 Emily Whitman  

An eerie and addictive 
teen fantasy from an 
accomplished young 
writer. In this retelling 
of the classic tale “The 
Twelve Dancing 
Princesses,” the 
eldest princess must 
fight to save her 
family—and her 
heart—from an 
ancient dark magic 
within the palace 
walls. 

Melding the 
passionate romance 
of TWILIGHT with an 
updated twist on 
Greek mythology, 
this dazzling debut 
sets sparks flying 
with its combination 
of starcrossed lovers, 
powerful paranormal 
abilities, and a blood 
feud stemming back 
to ancient Greece.  
 

"Ashton's debut, is 
complex and 

intriguing. 
Drawing 

inspiration from 
such myths as 

Osiris, Orpheus, 
and Persephone, 

it explores the 
nature of loss and 
longing and what 

it means to be 
alive." 

- Publishers 
Weekly 

Persephone, the 
Queen of the 
Underworld, 
finally gets a 
chance to set 
the story 
straight. She 
wasn’t taken to 
the underworld 
against her 
will—she fell in 
love with Hades, 
and chose to be 
his queen and 
leave her 
overbearing 
mother behind. 

Finish the Series! 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0764160060/ref=sib_dp_pt


A gothic suspense 
trilogy inspired by H. G. 
Wells’ The Island of Dr. 
Moreau, THE 
MADMAN’S DAUGHTER 
is the story of Dr. 
Moreau’s daughter 
Juliet, who travels to 
her estranged father’s 
island only to 
encounter murder, 
madness, and a 
scintillating love 
triangle. 

The Madman’s Daughter 
9780062128027  
Megan Shepherd 

On Sale: 1/29/2013  
 First Print: 75K  

Pages: 432  

Breadcrumbs 
HC 9780062015051 
PB9780062015068 

Anne Ursu 

Anne Ursu  
9780062015075  

On Sale: 9/24/2013  
First Print: 100K 

 Pages:  352 

From Anne Ursu, 
the author of one 
of the most widely 
acclaimed and 
beloved middle 
grade novels in 
recent memory, 
comes a new fairy 
tale adventure of 
magic, faith, and 
friendship. 

From the acclaimed 
author of the 
Cronus Chronicles 
comes a stunning 
and heartbreaking 
story of growing up 
wrapped in a 
modern-day 
fantasy, inspired by 
the classic Hans 
Christian Andersen 
Tale “The Snow 
Queen.” 

New Teen Titles Based on Classic Literature 

New Middle Grade Titles Based on Classic Literature 

https://www.createspace.com/3758524


Cloaked 
9780060874247 

Alex Flinn 

A Kiss in Time 
9780060874216 

Alex Flinn 
 

Beastly 
HC 9780060874186 
 PB 9780061998669 

Alex Flinn 

Bewitching 
HC 9780062024145 
PB 9780062024169  

Alex Flinn 

Alex Flinn Titles Inspired by Fairy Tales  

In the vein of 
BEASTLY and hot 
on the tail of the 
feature film comes 
Alex Flinn’s next 
fairy tale retelling--
an edgy, fast-
paced romantic 
adventure with 
elements of The 
Shoemaker and 
the Elves, The Frog 
Prince and more! 

Think you have 
dating issues? Bet 
you’ve never 
kissed a chick 
who’s been asleep 
for 300 years! Find 
out just how 
complicated love 
can get in this 
contemporary 
retelling of 
SLEEPING BEAUTY.  

Ever wonder 
what it was 
like for the 
Beast? Find 
out in this 
contemporary 
retelling of the 
BEAUTY AND 
THE BEAST 
story by 
acclaimed 
author Alex 
Flinn. 

#1 New York 
Times bestselling 
author Alex Flinn 
is back with a 
teenage twist on 
several fairy tale 
favorites, all 
turned on their 
heads by the 
misguided magic 
of Kendra 
Hilferty--the 
witch from 
BEASTLY!  

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/images/3836526727/ref=dp_image_z_0?ie=UTF8&n=283155&s=books


Always Neverland 
HC 9780061963254 
PB 9780061963278 

Zoe Barton 

 A True Princess 
9780061825033 

Diane Zahler 

Princess of the Wild 
Swans 

HC 9780062004925 
PB9780062004956 

Diane Zahler 

Middle Grade Titles Based on 
Classic Literature 

The Thirteenth 
Princess 

9780061825002 
Diane Zahler 

 

Ashley is whisked 
away from her 
home by Peter Pan 
to do the Lost 
Boys’ spring 
cleaning. No way! 
But with her love 
of adventure, 
humor, and 
courage, the new 
“Wendy Girl” will 
win the hearts of 
Neverland and 
modern readers! 
 

Everyone has heard of 
Jack London. Yukon 
adventurer, erstwhile 
pirate, gold prospector-
-Jack’s fictional novels 
and short stories were 
often thinly-veiled 
accounts of tales that 
he lived through 
himself. But there were 
some events he 
experienced that were 
so abnormal, perverse, 
or horrific that he chose 
never to write of them 
iThese are the Secret 
Journeys of Jack 
London. 
 
 

Zahler’s 
second book, 
laced with 
wonderfully 
familiar 
elements 
from THE 
PRINCESS 
AND THE 
PEA, is 
completely 
enchanting .  

The story of 
THE TWELVE 
DANCING 
PRINCESSES 
is retold 
with a 
fantastic 
new twist 
and a 
loveable 
heroine. 

Inspired by Hans 
Christian 
Andersen’s The 
Wild Swans is 
Diane Zahler’s 
Princess of the 
Wild Swans, in 
which twelve-
year-old Meriel 
must rescue her 
royal brothers 
from their evil 
stepmother’s 
spell. 
 
 

The Wild 
9780061863196 

Christopher Golden 

The Sea Wolves 
9780061863202 

Christopher Golden 
 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/images/1435133471/ref=dp_image_0?ie=UTF8&n=283155&s=books
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/images/0863158579/ref=dp_image_0?ie=UTF8&n=283155&s=books
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/1613822081/ref=sib_dp_pt
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